
Science Department 

Environmental Science  

The area of focus is student participation in Problem Based Learning and alternative assessments. 

Students are exposed to several projects/problems aligned to our curriculum and directly connected to the 

Seventeen Sustainable Goals established by the UNESCO and the United Nations. We use our weebly 

site as well as other online sources to establish connections between content and application to student 

interests. We stress relevancy as a critical instructional component. We also provide a wide variety of 

opportunities for students to be successful in class such as alternative products to demonstrate 

understanding and ways of knowing while adhering to our state curriculum. Students work in groups, and 

at times independently, to create projects and presentations as alternative forms of assessment. Students 

are encouraged to take a paper assessment but can also make up missing points by turning in projects or 

presentations assigned by the teachers. 

  

Biology  

The two areas of focus for biology are the EOC exam and scaffolding instruction for special populations 

such as Special Ed and ESL/dyslexia. Tutorials, exit and entry tickets, after school content academies, 

district benchmarks, and alternative support through Edgenuity, Living with Science, Compass Learning 

and individual teacher Weebly sites all provide assistance and intervention. Teachers use Tango software 

to monitor student progress. Spanish/English dictionaries are made available for all students to use, and 

online Spanish biology textbook is also available.  

 

Chemistry  

The Stoichiometry concept and our special population. During our CAST professional development, we 

learned of a different approach for one of the most difficult lessons in our content. We were taught how to 

think of this concept using recipes. Our department has Weebly websites providing 24/7 access with links 

to the online textbook and all daily lessons with helpful videos to clarify misunderstood concepts.  

 

Physics  

Focus are the TEKS P.4 A & C related to Kinematics and Two Dimensional Motion. Using Algebraic 

manipulation of formulas and the application of Trigonometric Functions, we effectively teach the 

concepts with very reasonable student assessments results. Second, we focus on special populations such 

as Special Ed, ESL, Dyslexia and GT by attending coordination meetings, ARDs, and making sure that 

student’s IEP’s were met. For our ESL population we had our students do writing samples every six 

weeks on topics covered in class. Our Weebly websites are always accessible with supplemental material 

and assignments students might have missed in class. 

 

CAST (Conference for the Advancement of Science Teaching)  

Our Strand shared the new literacy techniques for science terms learned at CAST. The Amoeba Sister’s 

session taught how to make the most of technology use through the creation of GIFs that depict science 

terms. Another topic we shared was a new method of teaching Protein synthesis using homemade 

ribosomes and a combination of codon triplets. We also practiced PBL activities to reinforce knowledge 

about biomolecules and shared resources available through Flinn.  

 

T-STEM Conference  

The T-STEM conference provided insight about STEM education and its use across the state. One of the 

overlaying themes throughout the conference was the use of Problem Based Learning or Project Based 

Learning and how they are implemented using the Spiraling Curriculum teaching model. We discussed 

the similarity to the Inquiry-based learning model and the 5E model in our department and strand 

meetings. Biology, Chemistry and Physics and English teachers were represented at the conference, 

which gave us a chance collaborate at the conference and then to discuss what we learned with our 

strands.  



Project Lead The Way: Biomedical Pathway 

In a biomedical course, exposure to technical skills such as micro-pipetting, use of a scalpel, microscope 

skills, and research are key to success in the class. Students are required to master these skills in order to 

complete assignments and lab experiments. Technology is of great importance in this course: 

electrophoresis apparatus, LabQuest™ data collection, and inspiration software to map out their thought 

process. These allow students to use technology in the classroom setting just as researchers use them in 

the field. In addition to this, students must research careers in each topic and include the salary, 

educational requirements, and universities that offer those programs of study. Many students find a career 

of interest to them through this process. Field trips to tour universities allow students to see for 

themselves what those universities offer. All these experiences reinforce their academic knowledge and 

provide support and confidence for their future endeavors.  

 

English Department  

The priority is to ensure the preparation of all students for a post-secondary education. Hence, the 

emphasis on vertical planning, where teachers in all grades communicate to align curriculum based on 

data from benchmarks, TELPAS, STAAR and TSI. To promote college readiness, the lower grades not 

only target their TEKS but also implement TSI strategies from the TSI College Readiness Region One 

training to help prepare for success on Reading and Writing TSI, thus allowing them to enroll in Dual 

Enrollment courses. Other teachers also use Edgenuity, an educational software that includes interactive 

lessons on TSI Reading and Writing, SAT, and ACT.  

Several teachers are pursuing a Master’s Degree to qualify as an adjunct and five already qualify to teach 

dual English classes. Others teach Advanced Placement classes. Our English III AP teacher teaches 

Advanced Placement English Language and is a Reader for the College Board. She understands the 

writing expectations and shares with the department, completing vertical alignment expectations through 

college.  

The English Department also offers an SAT Prep class. Students practice the SAT skills prepare their 

resume, write college essays, and apply for scholarships, resulting in several Gates Scholars, Terry 

Foundation Scholars, and full rides at various prestigious universities.  

The department strives to maintain rigor addressing critical reading skills and producing wellrounded 

students, including technology to keep up with the 21st Century learners: Nearpod® Turnitin®, a 

software recently purchased by the school to check for plagiarism; Edmodo® and Schoology. In addition, 

one teacher is certified this year to prepare students for TedTalks. Students not only write about various 

topics and issues but also learn to eloquently address them in a recorded TedTalk.  

 

Rivera Math Department  

This school year the entire Mathematics department revised their plan of action to prepare our 10th 

graders in succeeding on the TSI Test. To accomplish this goal, the entire department met at the computer 

lab to take the TSI and familiarized themselves with the assessment. The Geometry teachers worked 

during their team planning to alter their scope and sequence to include a review of the Algebra I TEKS 

included in the TSI assessment and developed lessons to provide 10th graders with a rigorous review of 

TSI strands for both Algebra I and Geometry TEKS and CCRS using the TSI blueprint. The Geometry 

teachers prepared students for the TSI assessment by also using Edgenuity, a district-purchased computer 

program. A representative from the math department attended a two day TSI Institute provided by Region 

One and returned to present to the entire department during the math department meeting. The Geometry 

and Algebra I teams are preparing and coordinating with the Early College Administrator to coordinate 

high school timelines with TSC deadlines to offer better preparation and a more appropriate testing 

timelines to increase our students’ passing rate on the TSI assessment. Teachers from all of the strands are 

working together to increase our participation on the AMC competition at the district level. Freshman and 

sophomore teachers prepared the students to participate in AMC 10 and the junior and senior teachers 

prepared participants for AMC 12. This year a team of teachers from different math strands attended the 

T3 Conference in San Antonio. Teachers attended many technology sessions using calculator technology 



and were able to network with teachers from districts around Texas to share ideas and resources. 

Conversations about the sessions ensued during strand meetings and plans to annually maintain and 

expand our calculator technology were discussed with the dean, resulting in a 3-year budget for 

technology upgrades. 

 

Social Studies Department 

TCSS Conference: “Active Engagement Strategies with Formative Assessments.” Our new social studies 

teacher attended and came back to share with his colleagues. His report was, “These strategies are 

student-centered, promote student group work, and aim for the students to take ownership (and the 

initiate) of their learning. Some Active Engagement Strategies that I have implemented in my classes are 

usually activities such as gallery walks, students teaching students, and “splash” reviews. My strand had 

already been implementing these Active Engagement Strategies for a time now. I am new to the teaching 

world, so for me all of it was a new experience.” Now this new teacher can contribute to the strand 

meeting and feel part of the group, even though he is a first-year teacher.  

Students work with the Cameron County Elections office and attend presentations regarding the 

importance of registering to vote and voting. Students also hold discussions using information found on 

the Countable app, specifically with civic engagement and issues affecting our country and the world. 

Students participate in local community service opportunities, such as the Great American Cleanup and 

the Walk to End Child Abuse. Additionally, they examine some local/national/foreign holidays and 

reflect on their origins and purpose, while encouraging cultural competence and tolerance for others. They 

participate in mini lessons on issues such as digital citizenship and empathy skills. They learn to use 

resources such as Khan’s Academy, and 5 Steps to a 5 for AP testing. The goal is for students to become 

more well- rounded and responsible citizens of the community and world.  

Some teaching resources we employ prepare students for their future, develop defendable products and 

learn to speak out for themselves, including the internet, book(s), the College Board website, TEDtalk, 

professional journals, personal experience, clinical data, DSM V, APA website, and the AP teachers’ fb 

page.  

Students learn a variety of research methods and see how statistics apply to real world data, helping them 

appreciate the importance of research and understanding how research can be skewed. Using a variety of 

resources also provides different perspectives provide a foundation for students to synthesize global 

perception, and cultural differences. They can then compare and contrast for example, why this exists 

here but does not exist in other countries. Informed students understand the world around them, form their 

own opinions about issues and learn to appreciate all kinds of people. TEDtalk offers lectures from 

experts that offer firsthand experiences, statistics, information, and innovative techniques.  

ART  

The attendance and grades of our Art students, are monitored both for our use in determining student 

ability to compete and, as a support to our colleagues by informing and encouraging students to seek help 

from their instructors and attend tutorials to maintain their grades. We also use a combination of reading, 

writing, and various forms of group work to engage students in questioning and researching the impact of 

the arts on our history and culture. We strive to make connections to other contents; for example, 

incorporating scientific and mathematic aspects of the Fibonacci sequence or the Golden Ratio. In our 

Dual Enrollment and AP classes, we hold our students to college standards and encourage students to plan 

for the many learning opportunities available after High School.  

 

BAND  

Within the variety of band programs offered, we take as many opportunities as possible to engage the 

students in ways that benefit their core curricular studies, such as critical thinking as they are analyzing 

music and choreography from a compositional standpoint, as would be done when analyzing literature. 

Most recently, students were required to write both an informational and persuasive essay on a music 



composer of their choice. All students are required to understand fractional values and proportions to 

correctly play complex rhythms in their music. We also provide regular periods of time where they can 

ask us for assistance on their core subjects, including Math, English, and Science. We monitor attendance 

and grades as student performance is tied to UIL criteria. CHOIR In choir, students complete aural 

evaluations to further analytical skills. We offer lunch and after-school homework help with peer tutors 

and homework planners for all subjects. All students in the choir receive weekly UIL progress reports to 

monitor academic progress. This encourages daily responsibility for all homework, tests, and quizzes. The 

choir department provides assistance with college readiness, including applications, auditions, and 

recommendations. Students work individually and in groups to maintain a high level of performance and 

academic standing. Choir teachers also teach AP and Dual Enrollment Music courses. Students in the 

class learn punctuality, responsibility and teamwork as each choir member performs in multiple choirs, 

works together in each section and then works in sections to complete ensemble pieces for show and 

competition.  

 

DANCE  

The Dance Program has a great impact on its students to succeed in their core classes, ultimately helping 

the overall success of the school. Being in the dance program is a privilege, so great importance is placed 

on attendance and grade requirements in all classes. Students are encouraged to attend after school 

tutorials to keep their grades up in every course. Students further their writing skills while studying the 

history of dance, such as writing assignments based on a dance genre. The overall goal in the dance 

program is to produce self-motivated learners. 

 

ESTUDIANTINA  

In Estudiantina, we closely monitor attendance and grades to anticipate problems and have students enroll 

in tutorials. Science and math are inherent to music; for example, environmental factors such as 

temperature and humidity affect the sounds produced from the instruments’ strings. The culture of the 

music, the students’ culture, comes alive when they analyze the meanings and the stories imbedded in the 

songs and synthesize it with the words as they perform. The students also learn about the traditional 

costumes they wear for performances.  

 

Air Force Junior Reserve Officer Training Corps 

Our objective is to create a positive influence to the entire student populace, build better citizens and 

provide cadets/students the tools necessary to make sound decisions following high school. Our 

curriculum focuses on leadership and aerospace science, but we have the flexibility to provide various 

content lessons to augment the standard high school curriculum. AFJROTC department provides support 

through various initiatives.  

Internally, the cadets/students manage a program where they assist students who experience academic 

challenges. The Cadet Staff also monitors all seniors enrolled in the program on SAT, ACT, and 

graduation completion.  

AFJROTC instructors coordinate with faculty and staff to guide cadets/students who face various 

academic and behavioral challenges. Instructors also challenge cadets/students to practice their writing 

skills to assist in their other courses. We also assist in proctoring TSI testing for all Rivera ECHS students 

enabling a higher number of students to take advantage of dual enrollment. Our MSgt teaches Dual 

Enrollment Psychology and our department continually briefs our classes on Dual Enrollment deadlines 

and advertises pertinent information on our AFJROTC website.  

 

THEATRE  

Our Theatre classes assist the content areas most importantly by assuring that students passing all classes 

and maintain excellent attendance records. Students are required to attend tutorials to maintain passing 

grades. Close reading of scripts and content interpretation is a foundational skill used on a daily basis as 



students determine the actions and feeling they will convey in their performances. Students employ 

scientific principles as they make their decisions in use of light and sound on the stage. One of our recent 

competitions was a period piece. The students conducted historical research to replicate furnishings, 

clothing, architectural elements and props, even down to the date of the newspaper, to create an authentic 

representation for their performance.  

 

Library & Media Center  

The Library & Media Center provides students, faculty and staff with not only access to academic 

resources, but also with a comfortable space in which the exchange of information and ideas is 

paramount. The library staff works with teachers to collaborate on research and academic pursuits and 

provides access to electronic resources and digital tools necessary for a 21st century learning 

environment. The computer lab in the library with its SmartBoard and updated computer stations provides 

an excellent location for scheduled classes and teacher workshops.  

 

Students can find just about everything a modern library offers, including an updated collection of titles 

for recreational reading, class sets, tablets, laptops and audio-visual tools for student projects. The 

makerspace in the library provides students with access to 3D printers, robotics, programmable devices, a 

green screen photo and video booth, a sewing machine, and crafting kits and supplies.  

 

The coffee shop housed in the library offers healthy snacks and drinks for students before school, during 

lunch and after school. The proceeds from this student-run operation go toward recreational events held 

during lunch periods including gaming tournaments, technology-based activities, live streaming, and 

makerspace workshops.  

 

A student group manages all aspects of library operations under the supervision of the library staff. 

Students learn real-world job skills including time management, event planning, food service, sales, and 

customer service. The technology-savvy students lead workshops for students and teachers and assist the 

technology service technician and teachers by creating new learning opportunities using our makerspace 

tools. The student-led annual MAKERFAIRE provides teachers an opportunity to learn from students and 

grants teachers on-going technology professional development credits.  

 

The energetic atmosphere of the library incorporates the goals and objectives of a modern professional 

learning community as well as a “Student Union” environment, where students and staff can relax, 

discuss, collaborate, find both print and electronic resources, and produce projects that go beyond the 

traditional classroom fare.  


